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Abstract 
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1. Introduction 
In this paper ail spaces are topological spaces. 
Relating with the Tychonoff functor T in the sense of Morita [7] the author introduced 
the notions of w-compact spaces, w-paracompact spaces and w-normal spaces in [3,4]. 
However the notion of countably w-paracompact spaces is undefined until now. How can 
we define those spaces? The present paper is motivated by this problem. 
A space X is called w-compact if, for any open cover {UJ, / X E A} of X, there exist 
X~,...,X,~Asuchthat 
.T-cl(u{U& (i= l;...,,}) =x, 
where r-cl means the r-closure in X. As is easily seen, a space X is w-compact iff 
n+lpx 1 x E A} # 0 w h enever {PA ( X E A} is any family of T-open sets of X with 
the finite intersection property. 
A space X is called w-paracompact if for any open cover {Ux 1 X E A} of X there 
exists a locally finite cozero-set cover {V, 1 (Y E 0) of X such that for each cy E L’ 
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there are I_L~, . . . pn E A such that V, c r-cl(U{U,, 1 i = 1,. . . , n}). As is shown by 
Ishii [4], a space X is w-paracompact iff r(X) is paracompact and X satisfies condition 
(S;) below: 
(S;) rf {Px I J E A) is a family of r-open sets of X with the finite intersection 
property which is closed under thefktite intersection, then n{cl PA ) X E A} = 0 
implies n+i Px 1 X E A} = 0. 
Further, it is to be noted that every w-paracompact space X is w-normal, that is, r(X) 
is normal and X satisfies condition (Si ) below: 
(Si) If F is a r-closed set of X and U is a r-open set of X, then F n cl U = 0 
implies F n r-cl U = 0. 
To introduce the notion of countably w-paracompact spaces, we need another separa- 
tion property (Sz) defined in the next section. So we consider several separation properties 
and their relationship in Section 2, and then we define countably w-paracompact spaces 
and study their properties in Section 3. Further, in Section 4 the notion of w-metrizable 
spaces is introduced to extend some theorems related with metric spaces. 
Recall that an open set of a space X which is the union of cozero-sets of X is called 
a r-open set and the complement of a r-open set is called a r-closed set. For a subset A 
of X, the r-closure of A in X, r-cl A (or ~-clx A) in notation, is the set of points IC in 
X such that any cozero-set neighborhood of z intersects A. Throughout this paper we 
denote by N and II the set of natural numbers and the closed unit interval respectively. 
The notation and terminology related to the Tychonoff functor r the readers are referred 
to Ishii [6] (cf. also [l,S,lO]). 
2. Separation properties 
For non-Tychonoff spaces we consider the following separation properties, where we 
denote r-cl(z) (or r-clx{z}) by [z] (or [XIX) for any z E X: 
(Si ) Ifz E X and P is any r-open set of X with [x] fkl P = 0, then [x] n r-cl P = 0, 
equivalently, x and P are completely separated. 
(SZ) Zfx E X and {P, 1 n E IV} is any decreasing sequence of r-open sets in X 
such that [CC] n (n{cl P, I 7~ E N}) = 0, then [CC] n (n{r-cl P, I 72 E N}) = 0. 
(Sj) Let CC E X and {PA ) X E A} b e any family of r-open sets in X with the 
finite intersection property which is closed under the finite intersection. Zf [x] n 
(n{clPx 1 X E A}) = 0, then [x] n (n{r-clPx ) X E A}) = 0. 
It should be noticed that in the above three conditions, [x] (x E X) can be replaced 
by any r-closed set F of X. 
In connection with conditions (Sz) and (Ss), we can consider the following conditions: 
(S;) If {P7% I 72 E v is any decreasing sequence of r-open sets of X such that 
n{cl P, 1 TX E N} = 0, then n{r-cl P, ] 72 E N} = 0. 
(S;) Let {PJ, / X E A} be any family of r-open sets of X with the finite intersection 
property which is closed under the finite intersection. If n{cl PA 1 X E A} = 0, 
then n{r-cl PA ] X E A} = 0. 
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for any o E wi, Ic E w and n E N, then it is trivial that as E n{cl P, 1 n E N}. If there 
exist some oo E WI, ko E w and no E N such that 
G(oo, ko) n P, n ( Wl x (K - {w>)) = 0 
for any n > no, n E N, then we have 
G(ao, ko) n P, n (w, x (5 - (4)) # 0 
for any n 2 no. Since the product of a countably compact space with a compact space 
is countably compact, WI x Y2 is countably compact, and hence we have 
which shows that n{cl P, 1 n E IV} # 0. Hence X is S;. 
Finally, let us put P = WI x (Y2 - {w}). Then P is a r-open set of X such that 
a0 E ~-cl P and cl P = WI x {w}. Since [a01 = ac, we have [ac] n cl P = 0, while 
[us] n r-cl P # 0. H ence X is not Si. From this it follows that X is neither S2 nor Ss, 
because (Sz) implies (Si) (put P, = P in condition (S2)) and (Ss) implies (S2). Thus 
the proof is completed. 0 
Remark. An open neighborhood base at a0 in X defined above is indebted to the idea 
of Oka [9]. 
The following diagram shows the implications between our separation properties: 
s3 ---+s2---+s, 
11 1 
s; ---es;. 
However, it is proved that the inverse arrows Si + S2 and S2 + Ss do not hold in 
general. 
Theorem 2.3. (Sl) implies neither (S;) rzor (Sz). 
Proof. Let Yi, Y2 and Y be the same spaces as in the proof of Theorem 2.2. In the space 
wI x Y we put 
uj(o)={yEWi ]Y>cr}X (y,-(w)), j=l,2, 
V(cr)={yEw, ]y>o}xY, QEWi. 
Now we consider a space 2 = (wi x Y) U {a~} U {bo} with the following topology: 
(1) an open neighborhood base at 2 E wi x Y in Z is the same as in the space WI x Y, 
(2) an open neighborhood base at us in Z consists of the sets us U VI (cu), a E ~1, and 
(3) an open neighborhood base at bo in Z consists of the sets bo U Uz(a), a E ~1. 
Let Z,, n E N, be the spaces each of which is homeomorphic to Z and (pn : Z + Z, 
a homeomorphism of Z onto Z,. We put a 7L = (Pi (~0) and b, = yn (bo) for n E N and 
consider a quotient space X obtained by identifying every b,, n E N, in the topological 
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union@Z,.Let$:@Z, --+ X be the quotient map of @ 2, to X and put b = $( b,), 
n E N. Then X is Hausdorff but not regular, and it is easily seen that [a,] = [b] for any 
rl E N and that the sets 
U{&(V((I)) /nE~}U{a,InEN)Ub, QEUl, 
are open-closed in X and form a cozero-set neighborhood base at b. 
To show that X is S 1, let P be a r-open set of X with [x] n ~-cl P # 0 for some 
2 E X. If z E pn (wt x Y) for some n E N, then J: has an open neighborhood base 
consisting of cozero-sets of X and so we have [x] = 2 E cl P. In case 2 = b, we have 
P n (U {(am) I R E W) f 0 
for any cy E WI. If 
Pn (u {(Pn(U2(4) 172 E WI) f 0 
for any QI E WI, then b E cl P, because an open neighborhood base at b consists of the 
sets U{(P~~(&(Q)) I 71 E N} U b, cy E WI. If P n (I_{(P~(U~(P)) / n E N}) = 0 for 
some p E WI, then there exists k E N such that P n (pk(UI (a)) # 8 for any a E wl. If 
not, for each r~ E IV there is 7n E WI such that P n pn(UI (m)) = 0. Hence, if we put 
6 = sup{,O, y, I n E PI}, we have 
Pn (U {pn(U1(6) Uu2(4) I n E NI) = 0 
and so 
Pn(U{lpn(V(d)) InEN}) =0: 
which is a contradiction. Thus there exists k E W such that P f’ (Pk(U1 (a)) # 0, and 
hence ak E cl P, that is, [b] n cl P # 8. Therefore X is St. 
To see that X is not SZ, we put P, = lJ{cpj(U, (0)) I j 3 n} for each n E W. Then 
{P, / 12 E IV} is a decreasing sequence of r-open sets of X, and n{cl P, / ~2 E N} = 0, 
while n{r-cl P, 1 rz E N} 3 b. Thus X is not S; and hence is not S2, which completes 
the proof. 0 
Theorem 2.4. (S2) does not imply (Sx). 
Proof. Let Z = (WI x Y) U { ao} U {bo} be the space defined above. For any a E WI, 
let Z, be a space which is homeomorphic to 2 and (P~ : Z + Z, be a homeomorphism 
of Z onto Z,. If we put a, = (pcy (~0) and b, = (P~ (bo) and identify every b,, a E ~1, 
in the topological union @ Z,, then we obtain a quotient space (X, Tt) and a quotient 
map $ : @Z, + (X, Tt). Let us put b = $(b,) for cr E WI. Now let (X, T2) be a space 
obtained by replacing an open neighborhood base at each a, E (X, Tt ) by the sets 
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Then the topology Tz is weaker than TI, but (X, Tz) is Hausdorff but not regular as well 
as (X, TI) and, since [a~] = [b] for any nonlimit ordinal X E wi, we have [a,] = [b] for 
any (u E WI. Further, any cozero-set neighborhood 
of b, 6, E WI, in (X, TI) is also a cozero-set neighborhood of b in (X, T2), because 
this is an open-closed set in both (X, TI) and (X, T2). Hence those sets form a base 
for cozero-set neighborhoods of b not only in (X, TI) but also in (X, T2). Hereafter we 
denote (X, T2) by X. 
To see that X is S2, let {P, ( n E N} be a decreasing sequence of r-open sets of 
X such that [z] n r-cl P, # 8 for some 5 E X and any n E N. If [x] # [b], then 
2 = [z] E cl P, for each n E N. In case [z] = [b], assume that b E X - cl Pk for some 
k E N. Then it is shown that there is X E wi such that ax E cl 9. If not, for any cy E wi 
there is 6, E wi such that Pk c7 (pcy(Ui (6,)) = 8. Since 
for some y E w’;“, we have Pk n (~{V@(E~) 1 a E WI}) = 8, where E, = max{y,, 6,). 
This contradicts the fact that b E r-cl P, for every n E N. Therefore there is ax E X 
such that ax E cl 4. From this it easily follows that for any n E N there is a, E X 
such that a, E cl P,. Let X, = rnin{p E WI 1 up E cl Pn} for each n E N and 
v = sup{& 1 n E N}. Then it is easy to see that uV E cl P, for every n E N, which 
shows that [b] n cl P, # 0. Consequently, X is SZ. 
To show that X is not Ss, let us put 
Then {P, I Q: E WI} is a family of r-open sets of X with the finite intersection property 
which is closed under the finite intersection, and n{clPa I cr E WI} = 0, while b E 
n{r-cl P, I a E wl}. Thus X is not Ss, which completes the proof. 0 
We notice that in the above proof it holds that r( (X, Tl)) = T((X, T2)). 
As is shown in [4, Theorem 3.21 and [5, Theorem 11, S;- and S;-spaces are charac- 
terized in the term of the Tychonoff functor r. 
Theorem 2.5. A space X is an S;-space ifsT(X x Y) = T(X) x Y for any Tychonoff 
space Y. 
Theorem 2.6. For a space X the following are equivalent: 
(1) X is an S;-space. 
(2) If {Pn I n E N} is any locullyjnite family of r-open sets of X, then it is r-locally 
finite in X. 
(3)T(XXY)=T(X)XYf or any metric space (or any first countable Tychonoff 
space) Y. 
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We next consider the separation properties of the product of a space with a nondiscrete 
metric space. 
Theorem 2.7. Let X be a space and Y a nondiscrete metric space. Then the following 
are equivalent: 
(1) X x Y is an St-space. 
(2) X is an &-space. 
(3) X x Y is an &-space. 
Proof. (1) + (2) Let 2 E X and {P, 1 n E N} be a decreasing sequence of r-open 
sets of X such that n{clx P, 1 n E N} n [z] = 0. S ince Y is nondiscrete metric, there 
exists a nonisolated point ye E Y and a sequence {yn 1 n E RI} in Y that converges to 
yc. If we denote by V(y;&) th e &-neighborhood of y E Y, then there exists a sequence 
{Ed 1 n E RI} of positive numbers such that cly V(yy,; E,), n E N, are mutually disjoint. 
Let us put 
Q = u {pn x V(Yn;GL) I R E N}. 
Then Q is a r-open set of X x Y such that cl Q n ([z] x yo) = 0. Since X x Y is St 
and [z] x yo is a r-closed set of X x Y, we have ~-cl Q n ([z] x ya) = 8. On the other 
hand, it is easy to see that 
7-C1Q n (X X yo) = ( n{r-Clx P, 1 n E IV}) X YO. 
Therefore it holds that n{T-Cix P, 1 n E N} 0 [x] = 8, which shows that X is S2. 
(2) =+ (3) Assume that X is S2. Let K be a r-closed set of X x Y and {Qn I n E N} 
a decreasing sequence of r-open sets of X x Y such that 
(20, YO) E n{T-Cl Qn I n E N> n K. 
In case ya is an isolated point in Y, it is obvious that 
zo E n { r-clx Q,(Yo) 1 n E N} n I, 
where A(yo) = {z E X I (z,yo) E A} f or any subset A of X x Y. Since X is Sz, there 
is zl E X such that 
xl E n{ C~X Qn(yo) I 72 E N} n K(Yo). 
and hence (~1, yo) E n{cl Qn ( n E N} n K. In case yy~ is not isolated in Y, we take 
a decreasing sequence {Ed 1 n E N} of positive numbers that converges to 0 and put 
U, = rx{Qn n (X x V(yo;~~))}, where TX :X x Y --) X is the projection. Then 
{U, I n E N} is a decreasing sequence of r-open sets of X such that 
x0 E r){~cl~ U, I ~2 E Iv} n K(yo). 
Since X is S2 and K(yo) is r-closed in X, there is x1 E X such that zl E n{clx Cr, / 
n E N} fl K(yo), and further we have (zi, ya) E n{clQn I TZ E Pi} n K. Consequently, 
X x Y is an &-space. 
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(3) + (1) This is trivial, because (Sz) implies (Si). Thus the proof is completed. 0 
Corollary 2.8. A space X is S2 ifs X x I is S1. 
The following theorem shows that Ss-spaces are productive. 
Theorem 2.9. Let X,, LY E Q, be &-spaces. Then the product n X, is also an &-space 
and ~(n XQ) = n I. 
To prove the above theorem, we need the following lemmas. The former follows from 
[6, Lemma 6.21 and the latter is shown in [6, Theorem 2.31. 
Lemma 2.10. Let X,, a! E R, be any spaces and {PA ( X E A} a maximal family of 
r-open sets of the product X = n X, with respect to the finite intersection property. If 
5a E fl{clx, %(PX) I x E A>f or Q E J2, then cz = (z~) E r){clx PA 1 X E A}, where 
n-TTa is the projection of X to X,. 
Proof. In case jell < No, the lemma is shown in [6, Lemma 6.21. In case 101 3 NO, 
assume that 2, E n{clx 7ra ( PA) I A E A} for any cy E Q and let 
n{Gz’(u,,) Ii = L...,~} 
be any basic open neighborhood of z = (z,) E X. If we put 
xq-{xai Ii=l,...,n} 
and denote by r : X + X’ the projection of X to X’, {r(Px) ) X E A} is a maximal 
family of T-open sets of X’ and zcr, is contained in the closure of 7riTa, (PA) in X,$ for 
i= l,..., n and X E A. Hence, by [6, Lemma 6.21, we have 
(X Ly,, . . . , %, ) E n fclxf +3) I x E A}. 
Since this implies that (Uol, x . . x Ua,) n I # 0 for X E A, it holds that 
n{~,‘(&,) Ii= l,..., n} n Px # 0 for X E A. Thus we have 2 = (zcol) E n{clx PA I 
A E A}, which completes the proof. 0 
Lemma 2.11. Let X,, Q E 52, be any spaces. Then T(H X,) = f17(Xa) @for any 
cozero-set G of X = fl X, and for any point x = (x~) E G there exists a cozero-set 
rectangle 
A = U,, x ‘. . x Uan qp~1a#%...,&d 
in X such that x E A c G. 
Proof of Theorem 2.9. Let X,, Q E R, be &-spaces and {PA / X E A} a family of 
T-open sets of X = n X, with the finite intersection property which is closed under 
the finite intersection. Assume that 2’ = (xc”,) E n{r-clx PA 1 X E A}. Then by Zom’s 
Lemma there exists a maximal family .F of r-open sets of X containing {PA ) X E A} 
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and a r-open base at x0 in X with respect to the finite intersection property. If we 
denote by rr, the projection of X to X,, it is obvious that {n,(Q) 1 Q E .F} is a 
maximal family of r-open sets of X, with respect to the finite intersection property 
and x”, E n{r-clx, TTT,(Q) / Q E F}. H ence for each a E 0 there is XL E X,, such 
that :xk E n{cl x, rra(Q) / Q E F}. By Lemma 2.10 this implies that x’ = (XL) E 
Nclx Q I Q E -?> an so we have FE’ E n{clx F’x / X E A}. Thus X is an ST-space, d 
that is, X is an &-space. 
We next show that r(n X,) = ~T(XJ. Let G be a cozero-set of X = nXo with 
IC’ = (xf’) E G. Then there exists a zero-set Z and a cozero-set H in X such that 
x0 E H c Z c G. Suppose that any cozero-set rectangle containing x0 is not contained 
in G. Then for any cozero-set rectangle n{rr;%’ (Ua,) ( i = 1: . . . n} containing x0 
the sets n{rr;t’(ua,) ) i = l,..., n} - Z are nonempty r-open sets of X. If we 
denote by .F the family of such r-open sets, it has the finite intersection property and 
is closed under the finite intersection. Let M be a maximal family of r-open sets of 
X containing F with respect to the finite intersection property. Then for each cr E 0, 
rN(M) is a maximal family of r-open sets of X, with respect to the finite intersection 
property and r”, E r-clx, r,(Q) for Q E M. Since X, is Ss for each cr, there exists 
3;: E X, such that x; E clx,, 7rT,(Q) n T-clx, {x”,}. Hence, by Lemma 2.10, we have 
x’ = (XL) E n{clx Q ) Q E M}, which implies that x1 E clx R for any R E .F. 
On the other hand, from the fact that XL E ~-clx* {x”,} for any Q E 0, it follows that 
IC’ E 7-clx{~O}. In fact, let h : X + II be a continuous map. Then for each y E ti we 
have 
Let A be the collection of all the subsets S of R such that 
If we put A = (5'6 / 6 E A} and introduce an order in A by inclusion, any linearly 
ordered subset A' = { ,576 / 6 E A’} of A has sup A' = U{ SS I 6 E A’}. Hence 
by Zorn’s Lemma there exists a maximal element in A. But, since {a} E A for any 
(u E 0, the maximal element is R itself. Therefore it holds that h(x’) = h(z’), that is, 
2’ E r-clx{3:0}. 
Consequently, we have x’ E H, while clx R n H = 0 for any R E F, which is a 
contradiction. Thus there exists a cozero-set rectangle A such that x0 E A c G, and 
hence by Lemma 2.11 we have r(fl X,) = n r(X,). This completes the proof. q 
3. Countably w-paracompact spaces 
We begin with the definition of countably w-paracompact spaces. 
Definition 3.1. A space X is called countably w-paracompact if for any countable open 
cover 2.4 of X there exists a locally finite countable r-open cover V of X such that each 
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V E li is contained in some T-open set U E U or the T-closure of the finite union of 
some non-r-open sets belonging to IA. 
By using condition (Sz), we can characterize countably w-paracompact spaces as 
follows: 
Theorem 3.2. A space X is countably w-paracompact iffX is S2 and r(X) is countably 
paracompact. 
Proof. Assume that X is Sz and T(X) is countably paracompact. Let U be any countable 
open cover of X, Ui all of r-open members and 242 all of non-T-open members in U. 
Let us put F = X - UUI, where UUi = lJ{U 1 U E U,}. Then F is a T-closed set of 
X such that F c Ui!&. If we put Uz = {UZ,~ ( n E RI} and 
P, = x - 7-c1(u{uZ,i 1 i 6 n}), 
then {P, 1 n E N} is a decreasing sequence of r-open sets of X such that 
Since X is Sz, we have n{r-cl P, ( n E N} n F = 0. Hence 241 U {X - ~-cl P, I n E Pi} 
is a T-open cover of X and it has a r-locally finite T-open refinement V = {V, I n E IV}, 
because 7(X) is countably paracompact. For each n E N, V, is contained in some U E 24 
or 7-cl(U{Uz,i I i < k}) f or some k E N. Thus X is countably w-paracompact. 
Conversely, assume that X is countably w-paracompact. Let F be any T-closed set of 
X and {Pn 1 n E IV} a decreasing sequence of T-open sets of X such that 
Then U = {X - F, X - cl P, I n E IV} is a countable open cover of X and hence there 
exists a locally finite countable T-open cover V of X such that each V E V is contained 
in some r-open member of U or the r-closure of the finite union of some non-r-open 
members of 24. Notice that ~?4 may not contain any non-r-open member. Let V’ be the 
totality of members of V which intersects F and put V’ = {r/r,, / i E RI}. Then for each 
i E N there exists k(i) E N such that I$’ c X - cl Pqi) or vi’ C 7-cl(X - cl Ph(i,). 
Since K’ n Pkci) = 0 in any cases, we have V,’ n r-cl Pqi) = 0 and so 
U{I/;‘IiEW}n(n{~-clPk(i) li~W)) =0. 
This implies that n{~-cl PkCi) 1 i E RI} n F = 0 and hence n{~-cl P, ) n E RI} n F = 0. 
Thus X is SZ. 
Now let U be any r-open cover of X. Then by definition of countable w-para- 
compactness of X there exists a locally finite countable r-open refinement V of U. 
Since X is Sz, V is T-locally finite in X by Theorem 2.6, which shows that 7(X) is 
countably paracompact. This completes the proof. 0 
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The following characterization theorem of w-paracompact spaces is useful to show 
that every w-paracompact space is countably w-paracompact. 
Theorem 3.3. For a space X the following are equivalent: 
(1) X is w-paracompact. 
(2) For any open cover U of X there exists a locally finite -r-open cover (not neces- 
sarily cozero-set cover) V of X such that each V E V is contained in the r-closure 
of the$nite union of some members of M. 
(3) For any open cover U of X there exists a locallyfinite r-open cover V of X such 
that each V E V is contained in some r-open set U E U or the r-closure of the 
finite union of some non-r-open sets belonging to U. 
(4) X is S3 and T(X) is paracompact. 
Proof. (1) + (2) This is trivial. 
(2) + (3) Let 24 be any open cover of X. If U does not contain any r-open member, 
then obviously (2) implies (3). Assume that U contains some r-open members. Let U1 be 
all of r-open members of U and Z.4, all of non-r-open members of 24. For each U E 241 
and z E U we take a cozero-set G(z) of X with 
:1: E G(z) c T-clG(z) c U. 
Let us put G(U) = {G(s) 1 x E U}, U; = U{G(U) 1 U E U,} and U’ = Ul UU2. 
Then by (2) there exists a locally finite r-open cover V of X such that each V E V is 
contained in the r-closure of the finite union of some members of U’. If V E V is not 
contained in the r-closure of the finite union of non-r-open members of U’, then the 
following two cases are considered: 
(i) V is contained in the r-closure of the finite union of members of Ui. 
(ii) V is contained in the r-closure of the finite union of members of U{ and L/z. 
Case (i). In this case V is contained in the union of some UI , . . , U, E L/l. If we put 
Vi = V f? Vi, i = 1, . . , n, then each Vi is r-open in X and V = U{Vi ( i = 1). . ~ n}. 
So we can replace V by {V, 1 i = 1: . . . , n}. 
Case (ii). In this case V is contained in the r-closure of the union of some Gt , . . , Gj E 
Ui and &I,. , Qk E U2. For each Gi we take W, E U1 such that r-clG, c W,, 
i= l,...,j, andput 
K =V-r-cl(U{G, EU; Ji= l>...,j}): I&=vnw,, i=l,.... j. 
Then VI and VZ,~, i = 1, . . , j, are r-open sets of X such that 
v=~u(u{Iiz,i/i=l;...,j}) and VI CT-CI(U{Q~ (i= l,...,k}). 
So we replace V by {Vl,V& / i = 1,. . . ,j}. 
By the above replacement of V E V in each case, we obtain a locally finite T-open 
refinement V” of V, and V* satisfies the required properties in (3). Hence (2) implies 
(3). 
(3) 3 (4) This is similarly proved as in the proof of Theorem 3.2. 
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(4) + (1) This is shown in [6, Theorems 7.9 and 7.101. Thus the proof is com- 
pleted. 0 
Corollary 3.4. Every w-paracompact space is countably w-paracompact. 
By the similar way as in the proof of Theorem 3.3, we obtain the following result 
characterizing w-compact spaces: 
Theorem 3.5. For a space X the following are equivalent: 
(1) X is w-compact. 
(2) For any open cover IA of X there exists a finite r-open cover V of X such that 
each V E V is a member of U or is contained in the r-closure of the jnite union 
of some non-r-open sets belonging to U. 
(3) X is S3 and T(X) is compact. 
The above result suggests the definition of countably w-compact spaces. 
Definition 3.6. A space X is called countably w-compact if for any countable open cover 
2.4 of X there exists a finite r-open cover V of X such that each V E 1/ is a member of U 
or is contained in the r-closure of the finite union of some non-r-open sets belonging to U. 
By the above definition, any countably w-compact space is countably w-paracompact. 
Theorem 3.7. A space X is countably w-compact ifs X is Sz and r(X) is countably 
compact. 
Since the above theorem is easily shown, we omit the proof. 
As for the product of a w-normal space with a metric space we have the following 
result, which extends the Rudin-Starbird theorem [ 1 l] that the product X x Y of a normal 
space X with a nondiscrete metric space Y is countably paracompact iff it is normal. 
The ‘if’-part is also shown by Morita (cf. [2]). 
Theorem 3.8. Let X be a w-normal space and Y a nondiscrete metric space. Then 
X x Y is countably w-paracompact ifSit is w-normal. 
Proof. Assume that X x Y is w-normal. Then, since X x Y is St, it is S2 as well as 
X by Theorem 2.7. From the fact that X is S2. we have 7(X x Y) = r(X) x Y by 
Theorem 2.6. Hence the product of a normal space T(X) with a nondiscrete metric space 
Y is normal, because 7(X x Y) is normal. Therefore by a theorem due to Morita and the 
Rudin-Starbird mentioned above, r(X) x Y is countably paracompact. Thus X x Y is Sz 
and r(X x Y) is countably paracompact and hence X x Y is countably w-paracompact 
by Theorem 3.2. 
Next, assume that X x Y is countably w-paracompact. Then X x Y is S2 and so is X. 
Hence we have r(X x Y) = r(X) x Y. Since r(X x Y) is countably paracompact and 
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r(X) is normal, T(X) x Y is normal by the Rudin-Starbird theorem. Thus X x Y is Sr 
and 7(X x Y) is normal and hence X x Y is w-normal. This completes the proof. 0 
It should be noticed that the space X defined in the proof of Theorem 2.3 is w-normal 
but not countably w-paracompact, while T(X) is countably paracompact. 
The above theorem is extented to the case of Y being a w-metrizable space that is 
introduced in the next section. 
4. On w-met&able spaces 
In this section we define w-men&able spaces and extend not only Theorem 3.8 but 
also other theorems connected with metric spaces in the previous sections. 
A a-locally finite family B of r-open sets of a space X is called a r-open base if any 
T-open set of X is represented as the union of a subfamily of B. 
Definition 4.1. A space X is called w-metrizable if X is Ss and has a o-locally finite 
T-open base. 
Since any locally finite collection of r-open sets in an S;-space is ~-locally finite by 
Theorem 2.6, we have the following theorem; (b) follows from (a) and Theorem 2.9. 
Theorem 4.2. 
(a) A space X is w-metrizable ifsX is S3 and T(X) is metrizable. 
(b) The countable product of w-metrizable spaces is also w-metrizable. 
Theorem 4.3. For a space X the following are equivalent: 
(1) 7(X x Y) = r(X) x .(Y)f or any &-space Y such that r(Y) is first countable. 
(2) r(X x Y) = T(X) x r(Y) for any w-metrizable space Y. 
(3) X is an &-space. 
This theorem is an extension of Theorem 2.6 and (3) 3 (1) is proved by the same 
way as in the proof of (3) + (1) in [S, Theorem l] with the aid of the following lemma. 
So the proof is left to the reader. 
Lemma 4.4. Let X be a space and Y an Sj-space. Then for any cozero-set G of X x Y 
with (a, b) E G there exists an open set U of X and a cozero-set V of Y such that 
(u, b) E U x V c G. 
This lemma is a direct consequence of the following lemma which is useful1 in proving 
Theorem 4.6, because for any cozero-set G of X x Y with (a, b) E G there exists a 
zero-set 2 and a cozero-set H of X x Y such that (a, b) E H c 2 c G and it holds 
that [(a, b)] n cl(X - 2) = 0. 
Lemma 4.5. Let X and Y be the same as in Lemma 4.4. If { P, / n E N} is a decreasing 
sequence of r-open sets of X x Y such that n{cl P, 1 n E N} n [(a, b)] = 0, (a, b) E 
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X x Y, then there exists an open set U of X and a cozero-set V of Y such that 
(a, b) E U x V and (U x V) f’ Pk = @for some k E N. 
Proof. Assume the contrary. Then for any open set U of X and any cozero-set V of Y 
with (a, b) E U x V we have (U x V) I? P, # 0 for any n E N. So the family .? of all the 
sets ry{ (U x V) n P,} has the finite intersection property and is closed under the finite 
intersection. Since b E T-cly B for any B E 3 and Y is Ss, there exists bl E [b] ncly B 
for any B E _IF. Further it is easy to see that (a, bl) E n{cl P, 1 R E IV} n [(a, b)], which 
is a contradiction. Thus the proof is completed. q 
The following theorem is an extension of Theorem 2.7. 
Theorem 4.6. Let X be a space and Y a w-metrizable space such that r(Y) is nondis- 
Crete. The following are equivalent: 
(1) X x Y is an Sl-space. 
(2) X is an &-space. 
(3) X X Y is an &-space. 
Proof. (1) =+ (2) Assume that X x Y is Sr. Since r(Y) is a nondiscrete metric space, 
there exists a nonisolated point to E r(Y) and a sequence {t, 1 n E RI} of points of 
r(Y) that converges to to. Let {en 1 n E IV} be a sequence of positive numbers such that 
c& V(~,;E~), n E N, are mutually disjoint, where V(t,;&,) are &,-neighborhoods 
of t, in T(Y). To see that X is S2, let F be a r-closed set and {P, 1 n E Pi} a 
decreasing sequence of r-open sets of X such that n{cl~ P, 1 n E N} n F = 0. Letting 
ry : Y + r(Y) be the natural map, A = F x 7i71 (to) is a r-closed set and B, = 
P, X $(V(G&J) are r-open sets of X x Y such that A n cl(U{Bn I n E N}) = 0. 
Since X x Y is Sr , we have A n r-cl(U{Bn j n E W}) = 8. Noting that 
r-cl ( u{Bn I n E IV}) 3 (n{r-clx P, I n E N}) X T~i(tO), 
we have n{r-clx P, / n E N} n F = 0, which shows that X is Sz. 
(2) + (3) Assume that X is Sz. Since T(Y) is metrizable, X x r(Y) is S2 by 
Theorem 2.7. To show that X x Y is S2, we take a r-closed set F and a decreasing 
sequence {P, I n E N} of r-open sets in X x Y such that F n (n{cl P, I n E RI}) = 0 
and put F’ = (idx x~y)(F) and PA = (idx x~y)(P,), 7~ E N. Since 7(X x Y) = 
r(X) x T(Y) by Theorem 4.3, we have 
7xxy = rx x 7~ = (TX x id,(y)) o (idx xry), 
and for any r-open set G of X x Y, (7~ x W)(G) is also a r-open set in r(X) x r(Y) 
such that (7~ x ry)-‘(7~ x ry)(G) = G (cf. [6, Proposition 1.21). Hence 
(idx XV)(G) = (TX x id,(y))-'(T~ x TY)(G), 
which shows that (idx x~y)(G) is T-open in X x T(Y). Therefore F’ is a r-closed set 
and PA are r-open sets in X x 7(Y). Further it holds that F’ n (n{cl PA I n E Pi}) = 0. 
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In fact, for any (a, b’) E F’ there exists a point (a, b) E F with b’ = by. Since Y is 
Ss and F n (n{cl P, 1 n E Pi}) = 0, by Lemma 4.5 there exists an open set U of X and 
a cozero-set V of Y such that (a, b) E U x V and (U x V) n Pk = 0 for some k E W. 
Noting that 
(idx x7-y))‘(U x v(V)) = U x V, (idx xry)-’ (Pk) = Pk, 
we have (U x ry (V)) n PL = 0. Thus it holds that F’ n (n{cl PA 1 n E W}) = 0, and 
hence F’ n (n{r-cl PA 1 n E N}) = 0, b ecause X x r(Y) is Sz. From this it follows 
that 
(idxxry)-‘(F’)n(n{(idxxry)-‘(r-clPA) I&V}) =0, 
which implies that F n (n{r-cl P, ( n E N}) = 0. Therefore X x Y is S2. 
(3) + (1) This is trivial. Thus the proof is completed. 0 
Theorem 4.7. Let X be a w-normal space and Y a w-metrizable space such that r(Y) 
is nondiscrete. Then X x Y is countably w-paracompact iff it is w-normal. 
This theorem is an extension of Theorem 3.8 and is similarly proved as Theorem 3.8 
by using Theorems 4.3 and 4.6. 
Finally we pose the following problems: 
Problem 4.8. Let X be an &-space (respectively St-space) and Y an $-space. Is the 
product X x Y an &-space (respectively St-space)? 
Problem 4.9. Is the product X x Y of a countably w-paracompact space X with a 
w-compact space Y also countably w-paracompact? 
If the Problem 4.8 has an affirmative answer for the case of X being S2, then Prob- 
lem 4.9 is solved affirmatively. 
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